Mission-critical networks to meet the
most demanding needs
Field-proven operational advantage over adversaries
Intelligent routing and control for improved decision making
Interoperability with partners in all circumstances

Maximised operational effectiveness and mission
impact through high-end network performance
Modern defence forces deal with a growing set of communication channels, increased
security threats and greater application variety. To increase operational functionality
and interoperability between assets, they are converging capabilities to Internet
Protocol (IP)-based networks. Emerging requirements, not least the rapid uptake in the
use of unmanned vehicles, are putting further strain on bandwidth.
Challenges for C4ISR-networks
Command and Control
To execute missions
successfully, commanders
rely on applications with
various operational and
technical demands. Over
time, operations and network
conditions change. If these
complexities are not managed,
outages are inevitable.

Communications
Software services converge
from legacy silos onto one IPbased network. Data exchange
and voice/video communications run in parallel over
multiple paths. Increased
application traffic aggregation
adds complexity which must be
managed properly.

Computing
Missions and operations
depend on continuous data
exchange between services.
Electronic warfare decreases
resilience and availability.
Redundancy and security must
be increased to keep future
operations going.

Intelligence
Gathering and distributing
information in a secure and
timely manner is key. Security
has an impact on bandwidth
and latency. Data channels
must be trustworthy, but
cannot become a bottleneck.
Dynamic network management
is necessary.

Surveillance
Sensors are often key in providing real-time awareness.
Most surveillance data feeds
have a real-time character
which demands specialised
connectivity. Guaranteed
security, authenticity and
unhindered delivery of data are
essential.

Reconnaissance
Mobile and deployed forces
communicate sparsely
and concisely under harsh
conditions. Therefore,
transmission reliability is
key, especially during critical
situations.

Today, defence organisations must anticipate targeted
cyber-attacks, electronic warfare and kinetic strikes
against data centres and infrastructure. Defence
organisations must cope with connection degradation
by using dynamically adaptable networks. Quick
incident handling minimises disruptions in the
exchange of mission-critical data.
To limit disruptions and increase resilience, networks
are diversifying and using multiple IP-carrier technologies such as MPLS, microwave and VSAT. Designing
such a versatile network is challenging as the network
deals with continuous variance in network delays,
jitter, routing protocols and failover behaviour.
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On the one hand, merging applications and services
onto a converged IP-based infrastructure cuts operational costs, but on the other hand a mission-critical
application is needed to orchestrate the individual
application needs.
Simultaneous use of multiple security domains relies
strongly on information assurance and secured (e.g.
encrypted) communication which can increase bandwidth demands by up to 400 percent.
Not only is the constant bandwidth struggle hard
to cope with, but additional security measures also
increase the complexity of managing networks under
harsh or degraded conditions.
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Solutions for all mission-critical networks scenarios
Frequentis network solutions support defence organisations as they converge
traditional networks and reuse existing IP-based networks to create reliable, secure
and performant software-defined networks for C4ISR workloads.
Integrated software-defined network solutions maximise the network performance
in static, deployed and mobile environments for air, land, sea and joint scenarios.
Frequentis provides unique application-aware routing of communications.
The Frequentis mission-critical network solution combines the following features
Intelligent routing & control
The software-defined network
solution understands each
application’s needs by defining
KPIs to be maintained at all
times by instantaneously
re-routing the network
connectivity when multiple
available paths exist.

Situational awareness
By combining multiple data
sources into a common
perspective monitoring the
end-to-end services and KPIs,
full situational awareness
is accomplished. Active and
passive sensors in our network
solution provide specific
performance indicators.

Scalable networks
The solution is scalable and
adapts to data growth, topology
changes and network growth
by planning and prioritising
the network resources in a
structured and schedulable
way (to connect to every
compatible node in the
system).

Highest end-to-end performance for every application now and in the future
Intelligent routing and control
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Scalable networking
Situational awareness
Deploying and evolving mission-critical networks in
existing environments requires a gradual approach.
Frequentis deployment processes are designed to
transform a legacy network into a state-of-the-art
IP-based network step-by-step. Through the phased
character of deployment processes and solution
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scalability, any project and budget-release pace can be
followed.
Over time, defence organisations will be able to
phase out their legacy technologies and scale up their
software-defined networks to gain efficiency and meet
their future technological requirements.
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Frequentis networks success stories
Frequentis has a dedicated team for mission- and safety-critical network solutions.
This team combines both COTS industry experience and broad expertise in missioncritical applications and networks, with a footprint covering 33% of the globe. We
partner with technology and service providers and with local system integrators as
we promote a solution that is supplier- and technology-agnostic.
Selected references:
MINDEFENSA, Colombia

Central Europe

CISCEA, Brazil

The first nationwide Air
Defence network for Joint
Forces is an IP-based air
defence network solution
using terrestrial and
satellite links for voice
and data communication.
The Colombian network
connects all nationwide air
force bases, centres, joint
command bases and Remote
Radios for Frequentis’
Army and Navy products.
Furthermore, local integrators
and suppliers are integrated
to fulfil the MINDEFENSA
requirements as well.

Frequentis successfully
achieved a smooth transition
from the existing infrastructure
based on TDM-based SDH and
microwave links to a state-of
-the-art IP communication
network serving all critical
ATM applications.
Frequentis’ network solution
satisfied European customers´
objectives by complying with
ED-137B and ED-153. It uses
the available bandwidth of
the network as efficiently
as possible, providing a
high-availability solution
exceeding customer safety
requirements, and minimising
technical risks while keeping
scalability for future growth
through state-of-the-art
technology and architecture.

The Brazilian Airspace Control
System Implementation
Commission (CISCEA) selected
Frequentis to provide a nextgeneration Air Traffic Network
(ATN) which supports 23
remote radio sites with about
1,280 IP-based radio, telephony
and data subscribers. The
solution is based on NetBroker
providing transparent
access to different carrier
technologies, bandwidth
management capabilities and
COTS network equipment.
NetBroker enables immediate
cost-efficient routing
decisions while maintaining
high-priority access to all
network-enabled resources.
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The information contained in this publication is for general information purposes
only. The technical specifications and requirements are correct at the time of
publication. Frequentis accepts no liability for any error or omission. Typing and
printing errors reserved. The information in this publication may not be used
without the express written permission of the copyright holder.

